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tralia lose the capability to as-
semble passenger vehicles and
some associated supply chains,
it is a sobering time for our
state, our country, and affected
employees and contractors.

While we should reflect on
and respect the great contri-
bution the passenger vehicle
sector has made, we should
also appreciate the consider-
able strengths in other parts of
the manufacturing sector.

Until recently there were
about 1750 businesses employ-
ing about 39,000 people in the
direct motor vehicle industry
supply chain nationwide.

According to recent data
this included 11,000 in motor

vehicle manufacturing, 13,000
in body and trailer manufac-
turing, and 11,000 in parts
manufacturing.

After the closure of Toyota
and GM, there will still be up to
20,000 jobs in the supply
chain, designing and making
parts and assembling trucks,
buses and specialised vehicles. 

Another 30,000 people will
continue to work in related
sectors that design, make and
repair our ships, boats, trains,
trams and aircraft. 

In total, Australia has more
than 3300 businesses that em-
ploy people to make all types
of transport equipment, parts
and vehicles. As of August this

year, they employed 78,000
people nationally.

Australia and SA continue
to be home to many innovative
manufacturing companies.
Among many others they in-
clude SAGE Automation, See-
ley International, Redarc,
Haighs, and Robern Menz.

We are home to defence
companies which are well posi-
tioned to take advantage of
significant defence contracts
over the coming decades.

Outside of automotive, there
are longstanding, innovative
manufacturing companies
transforming their products
and processes in traditional
areas of activity such as Philmac
in irrigation fittings and Elec-
trolux in under-bench ovens
and freestanding cookers.

These two companies,
which have been around for
decades, collectively employ
more than 600 workers. We
are also witnessing the reju-
venation of Liberty OneSteel.

In the wider automotive
sector, there are companies
transforming their businesses
such as ZF Lemforder, from
rear axle assembly to electric
buses, and Blown Plastics,
from automotive plastic injec-
tion moulding to products for
the medical industry.

These are but a microcosm
of what is occurring across the
manufacturing sector.

Nationally, manufacturing
employment now sits at just
under 900,000 people, or 7.3
per cent of the total workforce.
Manufacturing employment
has recovered somewhat in
2016 and 2017, after bottoming
out at about 875,000 in 2015. 

More than 71,000 people
work in manufacturing in SA
(8.6 per cent of state employ-
ment), which is virtually the
same figure as in 2016 – 82 per
cent of manufacturing jobs in
SA are full-time, compared
with just 65 per cent of all jobs
being full-time in the state.

Manufacturing is resilient
even though our passenger ve-
hicle sector will be sorely
missed as they were a crucial
contributor to wider manufac-
turing innovation.

However, in order to have
the best chance of filling the
passenger vehicle void, gov-
ernments must actively pursue
a competitive, cost-effective
environment, including access
to affordable and reliable en-
ergy to ensure investment and
reinvestment in a manufactur-
ing sector which is important
to the state’s innovation and
employment.

We also support the State
Government’s call for the
Commonwealth to contribute
to the Future Jobs Fund and
accelerate the growth plans of
industry in SA at an important
time.
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